
LE-PDE achieves up to 15x speedup w.r.t. state-of-the-art deep learning-
based surrogate models with competitive accuracy.

Learning to Accelerate PDEs via Latent Global Evolution

Partial differential equations (PDEs) are critical in science and engineering.
Two major tasks:
• Forward simulation: predicting the time-evolution of the system
• Inverse optimization: optimizing the boundary, etc. given forward model

Key challenge: slow to simulate
• Due to large-scale in size: state dimension > millions per time step
• Requiring up to High Performance Computing (HPC)

Approach

Existing simulators
Prior methods and their challenges:
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Pros:  (1)Directly learn from data, alleviating much engineering efforts. 
(2) Offer speedup via larger spatial/temporal intervals and explicit forward

Challenge: still typically evolve the system in the input space, which 
can still be slow and need huge computation (e.g. for millions cells, 
need to update each cell at each time step)

We map an input state into a latent space (encoder: !) and learn a model
" that can evolve the state in the latent space instead of learning the 
evolution in the input space. And only when it needed, we decode it back 
into the original input space (decoder ℎ) . 

We introduce LE-PDE, a simple, fast and scalable method to accelerate the 
forward simulation and inverse optimization of PDEs

Main idea: Learn a model that evolves the state in a global latent space, with a 
learning objective for accurate long-term prediction in latent and input space.

Classical solvers
Based on Partial Differential Equations (PDEs), discretize the PDE, then 
use finite difference, finite element, etc. to evolve the system.

Pros: (1) First principle-based, (2) accurate, 
(3) have error guarantee.
Challenges: Slow (computation scales with # 
cells)

Deep learning-based surrogate models

Learning objective

Inverse mode: use gradient descent to optimize static parameter (e.g. 
boundary), through the unrolled latent evolution:

Inverse optimization

PDE simulation: 2D

PDE simulation: 1D
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Motivation

QR code for paper

PDE simulation: 3D (4 million cells/step)

Reduced-order modeling:
Prior methods have limitations in their expressivity (e.g. linear projection 
to basis functions), generality (e.g. specific to certain classes of 
problems), or degradation of accuracy.

QR code for open-source code

(consistency in input space)

(consistent long-term prediction in latent space)

(reconstruction)


